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The search for signals of ertratarrestrial life is connected with
the general problem of existence and distribution of intelligent life in
the Universe, which for a long time was a province of science fiction or
at the most a province of apeculative concluzions. However, recently it
became an object of scientific research. More than that, a portion of
the problem which relates to the forms of life on the planets of the solar
system has already been partially resolved. On the basis of astronomical,
radioattronomical, and direct e3perimental research, which was conducted
by the Soviet station on Venus, it can be concluded that not only do civilizations not exist on the nearest planets of the solar system, but even
the existence of simple forms of life
there is questionable.
Therefore, one can speak only about search of signals from civilizations
on planets near other stars of the Univer3e.
As a result of biological, chemical, and &stronomical research, a
conviction has emerged that the living and intelligent matter is not an accidentol or a rare phenomenon, but is an absolutely necessary consequence
of itz evolution.
It is true that paths of the evolution are not cozpletely
clear, ho--ver we cannot consider the intelligent life
on Earth as a
single
and only phenom.enon, not only in the Universe, but also in the modest special
extensiveness of our Galaxy, "t.ich consists of only 1011 stars.
In the observable portion of the Universe, there are still approxim~tely 101( Galaxies
timilar to iurs.
Therefore, the human aspiration to discover an intelligent life in
other worlds can be easily understood. Tc a considerable degree the solution of this problem lies in the search of the signals from other civilizations and in establishment of a contact with them. At the present time
this problem is transferred from the region of theory into the region of
practical realization; many books by foreign and our own authors are devoted
to this problem. Above all the origin of the interest toward this probl;.m
is connected with the achievents in the field of reception and transmission
of electromagnetic signals. We are now in possession of radiophysics and
radioastronomy which allows assurance of costically distant contacts.
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However, before considering the question of how such contacts are to
be achieved, it is necessary, even if in only few words, to explain and
appraise the distribution of the intelligent life in the Universe.

iDIsn
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The view on the 4egree of the distribution of intelligent life has
This is conchanged according to the degree of development of science.
nected with our knodledge about the evolution of stars and planets. Achievements of astrophysica in the last tw decades allow approaching the solution
of the problem from a scientific point of view.
The issue in the appraisal of distribution of the intelligent life
is the interval of time from the origin of the plcaet to the development
of civilization which realized the possibility of establishing a contact
and which has this oppartunity. For the Earth, this time is approximately
3-4-109 years.
Therefore, ve can be interested only in the stars of approximately

such age. It is said, that such rquizemente are met mostly by stars of
spectral class 7. G, r. The sun belongs to the class G.
But do ai stars bave planeta? Earlier it was considered, that the
origin of a planet ic connect with a collision of stars. However, this
phenomenon Ls hardly probable. At the present time the widespread opinion

is that the ori;in of planets is si=ultaneous with the origin of stars.
The origin of a planetary system of a star is, in fact, a very necessary
stage oL fte evolutian. Therefore, it is very probable that planets exist
with almost each of the &cars.
The proof to this Ls multiple. In reality, almost one half of all
stars are double and even triple stars which revolve in a relationship
to one another. it is quite sensible to consider, therefore, that there
is an uninterrupted transfer of masses of weaker components of double stars
to the masses of their planets.
It ie important, that rhe stars of the claoses F, G, K sharply decrease their own rotation as compared with the other classes. this can
also be explained by the presence of planets which take up a portion of
the momenzum of rotation. And, finally, recently Planetlike satellites
were eiscovered near six of the 100 stars nearest to the Sun. These
stars are experiencing a periodic displacement, which can only be caused
by perturbation from the satellite of the star, in other words, from the
planet or a group of planets.
Stars of the classes so far considered,each of which can have planetary
systems, make up about one half of all stars.
Further, it is necessary for va to know the share of stars, planets
.his zone, where
of which fall into the so-called "life zone" of the star.
the energy of the star is sufficient for the origin on that planet of
normal tempsrature conditions of the existence of living matter in an
earthly, that is an albumen realization. But even this is not ali. It
-2-

is necessary for these planets to have an atmosphere and other conditions.
'he analysis, which were conducted by scientists, had shown that on not
all planets in the zone of habitation can the coaditions analogous to that
of our Earth exist. For example, in order for the planet to hold i-s
atmosphere the radius of the planet, depending on the density of the matter,
mst be more than 2000 km.
At last, the very essence in the appraisal of the distribution of
intelligent life is the duration of existence of a technically developed
civilization. The analogy with th* Earth, in this ctsu, is but of very
little help because our age' as a technically developed civilization cannot be said to be more than 50 years.
Some scientists determine a life of a civilization as being equal to
10,000 years. Let us be optimists and suggest that a technically developed
civilization is able to exist 1,000,000 years.

The number of stars N near which thare is intelligent life: out of a
total number rscan be computed according to the forz
_-_L-=10-6 -

la:

10-4,

i, lolO
-here T. - 104_106 years--the duration of the life of & civilization which
is able to colmnicate.
As it is seen from the correlation, in the first case, a Galaxy can
have in all i05 stars, and in the second--10 7 stars on unich civilizations
are possible.
From the frequency of civilizations it is easy now to shift to the
appraisal of average distance bereen them. It so happens, that the average
distance between civilizations consists of 70-700 light years. This is
the distance onto uhich our research should be distributively concentrated.
In the radius of the 100 light yeats from a-jr Sun, there are located
about 104 stars, but in the radius of 1,000 light years--107 stars are
located.

THE POSSIBLE METHODS OF ESTAILISHING CONTACT
At the present time the following kinds of contacts could be thought
of as possible:
1) The interplanetary waned flights; 2) The unmanned
flights by automatic saors to Lne other 3tars; 3) Discovery and exchange
of signals of electromagnetic radiation. Other possIbilities are not yet
known to us.
According to the opinion of th- majority of specialists in the field
who have made corresponding calculations, the first and second methods of
establishing contacts cannoft be achicved by the science of today, but appear fantastically impossible eve from the point of view of a distant future
in the developnent of science and technique.
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And at the same time t-e field of rocketry is quite effective in the
research of our solar system. Rocketry will undoubtedly become the
distributive media of mankind throughout the solar syztes, a period of
assimilation of which is appraised at 10,000 years. Moreover, the field
of rocketry vill beco~e the media of gradual expansion of our civilization
into the neighboring solar systems. This process, which is similar to
diffusion, over periods of tens of millions of years can lead to population
of a considerable portion of our Galaxy.
In con-ac ion with assixilation of the solar system the reasoning
of Dayson is interesting. -a pointE out, that the pop lation explosion
on our planet or for that "atter of any other civilization will unescapably
lead to the aspiration of nore cozplete utilization cf that which flows
fro- the star (Sun). As a result the star can be surrocnded by some
kind of _tificial celestial sphere vhere the civilization will settle,
utilizing in this way, 100% of the radiant energy of its on starTrapping the light radiatiom of its own star, the Dayson spkere, as it
is called, rill reradiate energy as an infrared rzdiation into the space.
The teneratura of the rdftton
will be about 300 X, B-d the -Lm
of
thc reradiated energy will fall into the vave region -f 10-15 nicrom. For
the earthly obzerver such a syatem will appear -.
s a large star bhich r- distes
only infrared wrves.
Eot long ago Daysn published a work in uhich he researched the =metbods
and the construction of the sphere in detail.
The single realistic possibility of establishing conrtacts with civilirations of other plemets renaining is the electronagmetic coamruacat cn.
According to the idea, which for the first time was expressed by Cocccai
and _errisson in 1960, this co-suicatc= z-st be carried out on the -rve
of 21 cn.
Let us ccnsider the optimal range of waves for such c..innicatIon.
For the long waves the range is limited by the transparecy of the ionos.her-e.
However, these are mot the principal tinituatio s, as it will be .zsible In
the future to penetrate beyond the atnesphere and the ionosphe-e. The
principal limitations are czased by the sp-eific
e_of the iackgraund
of coslaic radioradi tion. Practi ally, this hackground makes the reception
and trsnsimssion of the infornat ion on the vives longer than 50-70 cn unr=esonable. The range of the short vave purity ig li ited by ij very (rum
quzntu; noises of the apparatus.
With respect to the atmospkeric absorption, this linit is pr-esently
located sow-rhere near the wave of 4-!0-.
In this range are vaves which
are isolated by their very nature and ar kno-= to al! civilizations--that
is the radiation of the nzutral hydrogen on the wave of 21cnand the
hydroxyl on the wave of 18c=.
For the contict signal or the signal beacon, the parpose of which will

be to attract attentian, these w-eves will be most :uitable. However, because of the Doppler effect as a consequence of t-e relative sotion of
the corrasponding stars and planets, the purity of the reception zay be
disloc-ted. According to the appraisal, this dislocation will not go beyond the line of 1 Mg. cycle near the selected purity.

----

Concerning the utilization of the laser e~ radiation, the analysis
conducted iy Townson, Schwartz, Olivar amd others show that the achievable
distances with the aid of the laser are9 oi a lesser magnitude than those
vhich cim be achieved In the ratiorange. This is prizarily Caused by insuffic~eut power of tho lasers, and seco:Iarily, by the interfering radiation
activirj of the star.
The rasiati,n of the las-er- from a Dlantt of a di.ztanr star cannot be
distir-gulaed from- the radiation of tim star itself, since their zngpl.er
distance Of separation vill be sc i-s ignif ic.-t that it vill hardlyr le.-d
itself tc the resolution of diffe-rentiatioa by the telescope-s of GdayFor ex
Itl,
tite radiation of the laser am the L.arth, whiich is h~eimg observed froma a distace of 3 light years, -All stamd "sart from the inzge
of the s~xn (vbhich will appear -9r a shape of a 4ot) om an ezngle off only
Va of the arc. nih is the liz--It of the rezolntian which is bei-mg si
iated by the iluceof
the Earthb's &cmszLh-eThe 1xargest telescop.e in
the world has rbe rasob tt'-n of r~pp=-o-I.eiy 0.5'n
os-nl.
the' las&er
beau wull sarga itself with the lighOt of the star a=.! its isolation will
be e=&r-mely difficult. Therefore, it vas *--zzasred tbit radijtio= sboald
be of Such a Fpzrlry that it- wo~ld fall -Into on-e of the 73r&unhofer lines of
absorption of the starligbt, for exxmlpe, bydrogem FS lines, lines of calcizD
and others. Miesthe ohVios adVznt&age In te r-elat~IAhp- of siSnal
to the -noise, th is =etbod fcrts the acczoted spec trn sbarply d iffereat
-rca the osnal specrrm of star absorptfon, a=nd tbe
i
atonof rhe
.nre= ity of- r-he laer voald allow a dfinite c:nCl-Zs!aM aboat the artificiality of the signal..
Let rcs note that receptlon off"" radiaxmwes i9.1lkewise be co=ncte-e
tdIVorazdiX0
IOnf Zbe sr-sr. S-Mever, th=e
spectral f-tesry of radiati-cm of stars in the rzAdleran-ge is =a=,
i
todes less th' r-be r&;diat!Go im the oera
liar.

in the i~cgcndof reZXzl

The questiz= o--: trrzr-2ssicon
invuld correspond ,-~ t-ne ci~nisOf

,- sigals -mto great disrances which
the . bL-exvible ,orticm of the unIiver.se,

radios of vwh-ich is approziusrely 1010~ of light years--is, before all, t~
qu-estion of
sseshion of sufficlemt emergy.
In cc=cnecrcn waith this,
e
reasoning of Sa-viet a~st-romnonexs I. S. Shklovskif± and S. S. Irerdashc~ I
iateres ring.
The pa-wer cauezirv ofhe cc

±ti~o-s world production of energy in

ardays s3
1 vol .If oMe ia to :-se
that rhe yearly graarh of
this usi
vrill conasist of cmnly 1% in-stead of 3-4., vhich is the
-'
growth for he lWt 40 yeara) them in 3,0&0 years the czz,21city of energy
prodcrcton vill comnsist of 1- 1 0 26 volts, i- other words-,
it will be equal
to the total outcat of the Stizs radiation, and in 5,800 -pears at the
Sam rate of growth 2.z vill reach the out~t of ensergy equal to the cutput
of the- thole Galaxy.
ruti
the follo
that if thewre are. civilizations

in the Universe, then many of them, if not the najority, have reached the
level of development vhich is characterized by the ass iilation
and
serious transformation of their own planetary system, linear dimensions
of which can perhaps reach the disansions of the Earth's orbit.
In correspondence vith achieved stages of production of energy,
X. S. Xardashov breaks technologically developed civilizations into three
types: the first of the conterporary level of our Earth the second is
characterized by production snd consumption of euergy 106 volts, that is
of the sa~gnitude of radiation of the star, and the thir'--the capacity of
possession of energy of magnitude of 1026 volts. It is not difficult to
co-pte that in undirected transmission in order to create a signal which
would reach a distnce of 109 light years, a signal sufficiently strong
for reception by the contezporary zredia with the reception antenna A - 10,000
tezperature of noise of the receiver T,
'lO
, line of reception 4 f - 10 gC,
and the rate of transxission of not wre than 10 double zympols per second
in presence of a signal, which would exceed the noise by 10 tizes, the
power capacity of the receiver of 1026 volts is required. This is exactly
the capacity possessed by a civilization of the second type wtich has assimilated the energy of their own stir.
Is we hxve seen, the tine needed for the origin of the civilization
of the scor type consists of 3-4 billions of years; at the iame time,
the transition frca the first to the second type will require only several
thnsand years. Since the age of galaxies of the Universe is approxi=ately
10 billion years, then it can be expected that each of the galaxies is in
possession of a
lttude
of civilizations of the second type, and perhaps
even civilizations of the third type.

(To be 4onticued)
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